
An exclusive range of Multilayer Wide Plank and Blocks

The choice of leading installers

Get the floor of your dreams

European Oak

Douglas Fir

American Black Walnut
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Bordeaux Wide Plank Floors

Simply nothing compares with the lasting impression 
conveyed by natural wide plank flooring.  Its dignity, quality 
and quiet style statement are enjoyed by the discerning 
owner and visitor.

Now that’s Bordeaux - top class 100% European product.

Be it your lounge, boardroom, conservatory, ballroom, 
bedroom or other smaller room applications, we recommend 
this range of products. At one end of the spectrum, matchless 
prime boards achieve the desired result for the meticulous 
perfectionist and at the other end the hand scraped variation 
portrays the rustic look of the last 300 years.

Bordeaux is manufactured consistently to precise tolerances 
to ensure that your floor can be laid to a perfect result and 
that includes under floor heating, subject to correct usage.

Bordeaux is a well established superior range and chosen 
again and again by specialist flooring contractors who are 
in the know. They achieve customer satisfaction and have 
peace of mind.

Make Bordeaux your choice and enjoy your dream floor.

Happy browsing of the Bordeaux brochure!
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Bordeaux Oak - Finish on site or Prefinished

Bordeaux Unfinished Oak is produced as engineered planks and engineered blocks 
including “Chevron” points in a wide range of widths, gradings and surface finishes, giving 
your customers the widest choice available as displayed on pages 3, 4 and 5.

The Bordeaux prefinished range gives a choice of widths, colours and surface finishes, all 
available to order, are displayed on pages 5, 6, 7 and 8.

Width up to 
400mm
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Bordeaux European Oak

Bordeaux is 100% European grown oak and manufactured in Europe to a very high 
specification. A 6mm top layer lamella is bonded to 100% birch ply and surface machined 
on both faces to ensure a consistent 20.5mm thickness. The tongue and groove machined 
into the side and header joints are such that the laid header joints are perfect and very little 
sanding is required.

Widths 140mm
160mm
180mm
200mm

220mm
240mm
260mm
280mm

300mm
320mm
400mm

Rustic Grading

Character grade with sound knots to approximately 60mm. 
Colour variation and small filled knots.

Select Grading

70% Prime boards* and the balance have 1-2 knots up to 
15mm per board. Available up to 260mm width.

*Equivalent to other supplier’s Prime.

Prime Grading

Completely clear veneer grade boards. 
Available up to 220mm width.

Edge Detail Bevel edge or square edge is available. The machining of 
the square edge leaves a seamless join.

Surface Detail Prefilled and sanded ready for finishing is standard. Heavy 
brushed, light and dark smoked, aged, soft brushed and 
bandsaw finish and any combination of these are available.* See opposite

10 different widths
3 different gradings
8 surface finishes
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Bordeaux European Oak - Surface Finishes

Wire brushed

Sanded with bevel

Aged

Soft brushed

Sanded with square edge

Bandsaw finish

Smoked

Handscraped

10 different widths
3 different gradings
8 surface finishes

Available in most widths 
sanded but unfinished or 
prefinished with top quality 
natural hard wax oils
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Bordeaux European Oak Engineered Blocks

Standard Pattern  
(for Herringbone, Basketweave etc)

Chevron Pattern (Hungarian Point)

Light Oak

Light Grey

Dark Grey

Dark Oak

Finish on site Range 20mm thickness

Effects Range of prefinished engineered blocks 20mm

Medium Oak

All finished with 1 coat of hard wax oil. A final coat should be applied on site.
All available in 500mm x 100mm / 560mm x 140mm. Other sizes to order.
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Bordeaux European Oak Prefinished Range
All finished with two coats of hard wax oil and air dried for a natural effect.

Morning Mist

Harvest Haze

Forest Glade

Autumn Sunset

Winter Frost

Seasons Range

Normally supplied in 180mm width 
in a rustic grade with colour variation. 
Knots up to 60mm are allowed  
along with grain markings.

It can also be supplied in a range  
of widths from 140mm to 320mm  
in Rustic grade, up to 260mm wide  
in Select and up to 220mm in Prime.
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Bordeaux European Oak Prefinished Range
All finished with two coats of hard wax oil and air dried for a natural effect.

Light Oak

Dark Grey Dark Oak

Mid Oak Light Grey

Effects Range

This beautiful different effect is produced 
with a bandsaw finish. 

20mm thick with a 6mm top layer and 
available in 140mm and 180mm widths.  
It is a select grade with small knots and 
some colour variation.
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Bordeaux European Oak Prefinished Range
All finished with two coats of hard wax oil and air dried for a natural effect.

Lodge

Fortress Cottage

Castle Farmhouse

Antique Range

This reproduction reclaimed grade has 
characterful splits and knots which give it 
its antique feel.

Only available in 180mm width and 
20mm thickness with a 4mm top layer. It 
is produced in five distinctive colours.
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Bordeaux Douglas Fir

Bordeaux Douglas Fir - create your elite and inspiring designer floor using either of our 
Douglas Fir products.

1.  The 20mm Engineered range 6mm. top layer on 100% birch ply. Now available in widths 
of 180mm, 210mm and 250mm, facilitating beautiful mixed width floors. Length 2 – 4 
metres.

2.  3 layer solid all Douglas Fir 20mm. This board construction is exceptionally durable and 
comes in a very clean grade. 300mm width and up to 4 metre length.

Our picture shows the characterful markings which can be enhanced beautifully with a white 
oil finish on site or to factory order.

Width up to 
300mm
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Bordeaux American Black Walnut

Bordeaux American Black Walnut is a popular alternative choice providing a distinctive 
warmth and character. Supplied unfinished, oiled or lacquered ex factory.

Rustic grade has a living character with sapwood and filled knots. Select grade is 80% knot 
free, otherwise with small knots and a little sapwood, giving an overall clear impression.

Now available in widths of 180mm, 220mm, 260mm and 300mm, facilitating beautiful mixed 
width floors.Thickness 20mm with a 6mm walnut top layer bonded to best quality 100% birch 
ply.

Width up to 
300mm
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